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About This Game

Tank Battle Mania - Destroy the enemies with unique tactics, but do not forget to defend your base.
Defeat the enemy, destroy its blocks, wall and all other structures. Having only 3 lives, you must be able to defeat all enemies.

Using your smart strategy to move around the battlefield, find the enemies and shoot it.
Collect bonuses, improve your skills and continue the battle.
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Tank Battle Mania is made as though it comes from a 1980s era video game.
The graphics are extremely basic.

As the name implies, it's a tank game.
You have to attack the enemy base, whilst making sure that the enemy don't destroy your base.
The controls are WASD and\/or arrows to move about - i.e. they are quite clunky, as there is no mouse input with the gameplay.

Nonetheless, it has some gameplay value.
And it has a range of levels.
As the game is only 99 cents, it is reasonable to say that it gives value for money - especially if you buy it on sale, like I did.

If you don't mind a bit of retro gameplay, then this is fine.
However, do not expect some great fantastic game; this is just a bit of old-time amusement, nothing more.

I can only recommend it on the basis of it being retro and cheap.
If you're happy with those qualifying factors, then go ahead and buy the game - so long as you don't expect a lot from it..
Achievments don't work.

EDIT:
They work now as of 8\/20\/17. This is not even worth one of my juice recipes.... A short and to the point game. Shouldn't even
take an hour to compleat. Its one of those simple yet fun games that is worth its small price.. I paid 10 cents on sale for 30
minutes of fun, nostalgia plus all achievements. No complaints.. Tank Battle Mania is made as though it comes from a 1980s era
video game.
The graphics are extremely basic.

As the name implies, it's a tank game.
You have to attack the enemy base, whilst making sure that the enemy don't destroy your base.
The controls are WASD and/or arrows to move about - i.e. they are quite clunky, as there is no mouse input with the gameplay.

Nonetheless, it has some gameplay value.
And it has a range of levels.
As the game is only 99 cents, it is reasonable to say that it gives value for money - especially if you buy it on sale, like I did.

If you don't mind a bit of retro gameplay, then this is fine.
However, do not expect some great fantastic game; this is just a bit of old-time amusement, nothing more.

I can only recommend it on the basis of it being retro and cheap.
If you're happy with those qualifying factors, then go ahead and buy the game - so long as you don't expect a lot from it.
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I bought this title a little over half a year ago (I think) and the achievements did not work. The dev did
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 all about a fix and kept quiet for the longer part of this titles career *cough*.

8\/20\/17 was the date the achievements suddenly began to work. No word from the devs either. Mixed blessings? 7
achievements in all, 1 dollar game, looks like my lazy doodles on MS paint for "quality of graphics" and can be 100% completed
and obtained in the tutorial alone. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing wonders this game is. Was, never was.

Get it only for the easiest of 100% goes, for no badges can be earned here.. have you ever played Tanks on 8-bit dendy that was
attached to a fat tv set? if answer is yes this game will make your eye drop a tear of nostalgia - this game is a lot similar to a best
hit of my childhood with endless hours spent with it -
i was gladly doing any homework only to be allowed to play little more tanks in exchange!

however, there are differences as well - game's lot faster, decades and generations of computers let know about themselves; you
have an option to destroy enemy base, game became more difficult to play as enemies are not so easily predictable.. This is not
even worth one of my juice recipes.... I bought this title a little over half a year ago (I think) and the achievements did not work.
The dev did \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 all about a fix and kept quiet for the longer part of this titles career *cough*.

8\/20\/17 was the date the achievements suddenly began to work. No word from the devs either. Mixed blessings? 7
achievements in all, 1 dollar game, looks like my lazy doodles on MS paint for "quality of graphics" and can be 100% completed
and obtained in the tutorial alone. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing wonders this game is. Was, never was.

Get it only for the easiest of 100% goes, for no badges can be earned here.. I paid 10 cents on sale for 30 minutes of fun,
nostalgia plus all achievements. No complaints.. I paid 10 cents on sale for 30 minutes of fun, nostalgia plus all achievements.
No complaints.. Tank Battle Mania is made as though it comes from a 1980s era video game.
The graphics are extremely basic.

As the name implies, it's a tank game.
You have to attack the enemy base, whilst making sure that the enemy don't destroy your base.
The controls are WASD and\/or arrows to move about - i.e. they are quite clunky, as there is no mouse input with the gameplay.

Nonetheless, it has some gameplay value.
And it has a range of levels.
As the game is only 99 cents, it is reasonable to say that it gives value for money - especially if you buy it on sale, like I did.

If you don't mind a bit of retro gameplay, then this is fine.
However, do not expect some great fantastic game; this is just a bit of old-time amusement, nothing more.

I can only recommend it on the basis of it being retro and cheap.
If you're happy with those qualifying factors, then go ahead and buy the game - so long as you don't expect a lot from it.. have
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of nostalgia - this game is a lot similar to a best hit of my childhood with endless hours spent with it -
i was gladly doing any homework only to be allowed to play little more tanks in exchange!

however, there are differences as well - game's lot faster, decades and generations of computers let know about themselves; you
have an option to destroy enemy base, game became more difficult to play as enemies are not so easily predictable.. A short and
to the point game. Shouldn't even take an hour to compleat. Its one of those simple yet fun games that is worth its small price.
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